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president’s podium

Secretary David and I had a successful journey to
the South Island last month where we met as many
of our South Island Reps and members as distance
and time allowed. Many thanks to the Area Reps;
Ross in Marlborough, Graham in Nelson and Warren
and Lex in Canterbury. Also, thanks to Daniel from
Jeff Gray BMW for arranging the Christchurch
event. David and I were overwhelmed by the
enthusiasm of our members and came home with a
feeling of support for the work being done to take
the Register forward.
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please note
Any material intended for publication in the
newsletter should reach the Ed itor no later
than the 15th day of the month preced ing
publ ication. The newsletter is an open forum
for all members. Views expressed by
members may not necessarily represent the
views of BMWOR of NZ. Publication of all
material is subject to the Ed itor's discretion.
Photos are courtesy of article authors unless
otherwise specified.
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This includes a number of things that would require changes to our
Constitution, such as allowing the Executive to work and respond in real
time and developing a voting system to give every member a voice. We
heard the call for the AGM to be combined with the Annual Rally, saw
support for a Vice President role, were told that Area Reps need support
and saw the need to talk to the Area Reps on a regular basis. David and I
look forward to talking these things through with our Auckland and Bay of
Plenty members in the near future.
We took these thoughts to the latest Executive meeting at Ohakune on 12
May - again, it was a very productive meeting. Treasurer Phil advised that
the Register’s revenue is down this year as a result of fewer renewals.
However, this had not been immediately apparent as the Register’s
financial management system is not linked to our membership database –
currently at least two people need to manually reconcile the information
they each have to figure out exactly who has paid their subscription and
when. We cannot keep working like that. Talking it through, we saw the
impact of slow renewal rates on cashflow and reserve funds and got to
grips with the challenges of the current set-up of our membership
database. Immediate steps are being taken to fix this situation. Since then,
thanks to Membership Secretary John, we have identified the people who
did not renew this year and they will be personally invited back into the
Register.
Next, the Executive signed off an immediate change to banking
arrangements to set up online secure banking with TSB. In his
investigations, Phil found that the offerings of the large commercial banks
are expensive and do not suit the Register. The TSB gives us all we need
and will speed up payment and receipt processes – all within required
levels of financial control. Good work Phil.
The Executive team also discussed the level and use of the cash reserves
and it was agreed the Register is not currently in a position to be able to
look at the charitable use of the reserves. The first priority is to get our
membership and financial management systems sorted out to ensure a
good understanding of monthly cashflow and end of year impacts. Also,
the banking industry standard for organisations such as ours is to hold 6 to
12 months of turnover as an operating reserve and that affects how much
money needs to be retained. The continuing economic downturn also calls
for prudent financial management. We cannot recommend any distribution
of reserve funds at this time.
This doesn’t mean the Executive is against making donations to worthy
causes – no way! And don’t forget that IHC is the nominated charity should
the Register cease to exist. However, the Executive all agreed that “charity
begins at home” - any use of the Register’s reserves should return value to
our members through benefits or services available to the total
membership. In the meantime we encourage organisers of individual
events to make donations to causes of their choosing, along the same lines
as the GS 30th Anniversary Tour in 2010.

Continued on page 22
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BMW Owners Register Risk Management Plan
Introduction:
The BMW Owners Register is an organisation whose members join together for rides to
nominated venues and for other social occasions. The organiser nominates the destination
and regrouping stages along the way, but otherwise has no influence upon the way that riders
behave on the road. There is no element of organised competition in the rides.
Rid ing Code:
1. All register members on register rides shall do so as ind ividuals responsible for their own
safety and shall take into account the safety of others they encounter on the ride.
2. Register members are responsible for ensuring that their motorcycles are in a safe and legal
cond ition, the minimum being to Warrant of Fitness standards.
3. Riders, pillions, and sidecar passengers where required, shall have as a minimum Standards
New Zealand approved motorcycle helmets, and stout footwear, gloves and clothing that will
be capable of protecting their body in the event of a mishap.
4. Register members are to go to the aid of any others suffering a mishap.

5. Ride organisers shall nominate the destination for the ride as well as any regrouping locations
or other stops. The organiser is not responsible for other riders’ behaviour or safety.
6. Riders shall ride at a speed and in a way that is comfortable for them. Do not ride outside your
personal comfort envelope.
7. If a rider is unfamiliar with the route, they shall arrange to follow another rider who does know
the way and who travels at a comfortable pace.
8. Riders who decide to travel as a group shall adopt a staggered riding formation such that
there is an accepted following distance to the rider immediately in front. A reasonable following
distance is indicated by a time of two seconds between riders for dry conditions, and longer for
inclement cond itions and on loose surfaces.
9. The Organiser and or the Register are not responsible for participants’ safety, and all
participants participate at their own risk. All participants are aware that they are travelling on
open public roads and are responsible for their own safety and compliance with all Road Rules
and Laws.

events calendar
bmwor national events
National Committee Meeting: Monday
11 June - Monthly National Committee
meeting in the Anzac Lounge, Petone
Working Men’s Club, 47 Udy Street,
Petone, Well ington at 7:30 pm. All
BMWOR members welcome. Sign in

noting BMWOR as your member club.
Bistro dining available from 5:30 pm.
After the meeting, a guest speaker.
National Committee Meeting: Monday
9 July - Monthly National Committee
meeting in the Anzac Lounge, Petone
Working Men’s Club, 47 Udy Street,
Petone, Well ington at 7:30 pm. All
BMWOR members welcome. Sign in

noting BMWOR as your member club.
Bistro dining available from 5:30 pm.
After the meeting, a guest speaker.
Annual General Meeting: 4:00 pm,
Saturday 13 October 2012 at the
Kingsgate Hotel, 110 Fitzherbert Avenue,
Palmerston North.
Annual Rally: Friday 4 - Monday 7
January 2013 at “The Park”, SH4,
National Park township. Bookings open in
July 2012. A registration form will be
available in your newsletter as we near that
time.

other events
BRONZ Ride Right, Ride Safe. A great
way to get to know your new bike. Usually
3rd Sunday of the month at the Whenuapai
Airbase. Contact Peggy on (09) 638-9227
or Finn on (09) 625-5533 for details.
Learners - Rider Training & Basic Skills
Testing for learner l icense, Thursday
evenings @ A.M.C.C Club's premises in
Ellerslie. For bookings and information
contact: Craig (09) 444 6261
Cover: The Big Blue Whale and Nelson
riders at Stanley Brook waiting for
gravel surfers.
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bmwor area events
Please note that rides start at varying
times and/or places. Read the event notices
carefully and, if in doubt, contact the Area
Rep (details on rear cover) or ride organiser
(if noted) for assistance. On most rides
there is a rider briefing 5 minutes prior to
departure, at which point riders are
expected to be ready to go with bikes
fuelled and bladders empty.
Every effort is made to ensure that details
of events are correct at the time of printing.
Please
check
the
website
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(www.bmwor.org.nz)
for
current
information on events or contact the local
Area Rep if you have any questions.
Rides are generally led by a Rider in Charge
(RIC).
If you think of, or fancy leading, a ride and
would like it published as an event ask your
Area Rep to let the Editor know by the 15th
of the month prior.
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northland
Every Sunday - Meet 10:00 am at Burger
King, cnr Western Hills Dr and Selwyn Ave,
Whangarei to go for a ride.
Sunday 17 June - Ride to Mangawai via
Waipu and Welsford on sealed backroads
returning to Waipu for lunch at the Waipu
Golf Club. Meet at 10:00 am at Gas Alley,
SH1, Ruakaka (at big roundabout) ready to
leave 10:30 am.

auckland
Saturday 9/Sunday 10 June - Overnight
at Sapphire Springs. Leaving Southbound
Motorway Service Centre, SH1, Papakura
at 10:00 am, picking up any starters from
Pukekohe or thereabouts at Caltex Bombay
at 10:20 am. Last year folk said the camp
was grungy and the weather turned bad but
the Librarian and I had the place to
ourselves - the facilties are not too bad at
all. Make your own arrangements: 07-5490768 or sapphire.springs@xtra.co.nz
Monday 11 June - Auckland Members’
meeting, Vintage Car Club Rooms, 39
Fairfax Ave, Penrose from about 7:00 pm.
Sunday 17 June - This date is bracketed
with the 24th. RIC Rob is keen to reprise
the "Longish Ride on a Shortish Day" run
to Whakatane. The actual Solstice falls
between the two weekends. Of course, this
time of year it is a gamble with the weather
so if it's really gross on the 17th, we will do
a little and local South brunch run (bring
the cage if needs must) and we'll try
Whakatane again on the 24th. If it looks
good, we’ll head to Whakatane
Southbound Motorway Service Centre,
SH1, Papakura at 08:30 am. If it’s really wet,
we’ll be leaving 10:00 am.

please let Norm know for booking
purposes. Enquiries to Norm on (06) 877
3383
Sunday 8 July - Ride to Putorino for lunch.
Meet at BP Bayview at 11:00 am. Details
in the next newsletter.

wellington
Sunday 10 June – Ride to the Gladstone
Inn (alternative route for GS riders) for a
mid-winter Christmas lunch. Depart Caltex
at 10:00 am. Please call Area Rep, David
Oldershaw on (04) 477 6773 or email
well ington@bmwor.org.nz if you plan to
attend, a lunch booking is essential!

nelson
Sunday 17 June - Ride to Havelock and
lunch at the waterfront. Meet at QE2 Drive
layby ready to leave at 10:00 am.
Sunday 22 July - Ride via a circuitous
route to Tasman and lunch at Jester House.
Meet at Gough’s yard, Three Brothers’
Corner ready to leave at 10:00 am.

canterbury
Saturday 23/Sunday 24 June - Midwinter camp out. Ride to high country
location, (Hinds Gorge) stay in fully insulated
hut or pitch your tent and stay overnight.
Hut can sleep 7-8 people. Lead Rider will
be Richard Gallagher and departure time
and location to be confirmed and circulated
to local members via email and text.
Rendezvous with brunch run next morning
(see below)

Sunday 24 June - Brunch at Dunsandel
Store. Make your own way to meet at café
10:30 am.

welcome
A warm welcome to our new
members this month:
Suzette and
Whenuapai

Jim

Denham

-

We hope you’ll take part in many of
your local and national events.
Your Area Rep will be pleased to
introduce you to other members in
your area.
Our monthly newsletter is an open
forum for all members. If you fancy
having a story (and photos)
published about your ride, the
rebuild of your bike, a book you
might have read or a movie you have
seen lately, or just want to get
something off your chest about how
the club is going, then get in touch
with the Editor no later than the
15th day of the month preceding
publication. We welcome your
contribution.

Sunday 24 June - See above - whatever
didn't happen the previous week!

taranaki
Sunday 17 June - A nice, easy jaunt
around the mountain stopping at Sugar
Juice Café, Opunake for coffee. Leaving
McFarlane’s Café, Inglewood at 10:00 am.

rangitikei
Sunday 10th June - Club ride. Watch your
email and the Forum calendar.
Tuesday 26th June - Tea meeting. Watch
your email and the Forum calendar.

east coast
Monthly gathering at the Puketapu Hotel,
679 Puketapu Road, Puketa pu. Last
Tuesday of each month from 6:30 pm
onwards.
Sunday 10 June - Ride to Waimarama for
lunch at Jarks Café. Meet at Caltex Omahu
Road, Hastings at 11:00am. Alternatively,
make your own way to Waimarama, but

4th annual southern rider
escapade
The Escapade is a road rally with a slight difference. You are given a route to take, and
along this route you must answer questions that are given on a question sheet. You
then return the question sheet with your answers, and your badge is sent out to you
after the close off date for completing the Escapade.
The dates are not set in stone for a weekend that you do it on. You have from 1
September until 30 November, a period of 3 months, to complete it. You can do it in
your own time, by yourself or with a group. You can do it in one day or a couple of days
and make it a holiday away. You can do it in any order you like as long as you get all the
questions. You can start the loop anywhere and finish anywhere.
The important things are;
You must get as many of the answers as you can. (Don’t be too worried about getting
a question wrong or missing one…)
You must have fun doing it.
Here are some FAQs that will help answer any questions you have.
http://southernrider.co.nz/ocportal/index.php?page=catalogues&type=category&id=32
The Entry Form for 2012 is here.
http://southernrider.co.nz/ocportal/index.php?page=downloads&type=entry&id=4
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area reports
northland
Greetings from the North. Just letting
you know that I will be in Scotland
from 28 May until 30 June and Darryl
will be taking over from me.
Ulysses Ambulance ride to Taipa was
a huge success and included at least
eighty bikes, at least half from
Auckland. Don’t know how much we
raised as I was busy feeding my face
when Mike was making his speech. I
was walking up the hill to take photos
of all the bikes when I was
volunteered by others to cook the
BBQ - so sorry, no photos.
Enjoy your Kiwi winter, stay shiny side
up!
Mac

auckland
At our meeting on Monday 14 May,
19 members turned up although
none on motorcycles due to heavy
showers and lightning. Even Kevin
Sargent arrived in four wheels so that
made the rest of feel less guilty.
We received a detailed presentation
from Graham Viall of the Papakura
Rotary Club on the organisation of
the inaugural Classic Bike Show at
the Telstra Clear Pacific Events
centre in Manukau coming up over
the weekend of 4/5 August. The
event is to raise money for Rotary to
help others less well off; a great
cause to support.
Graham outlined the format for the
event and has already organised
several major sponsors, one being
John Baker and Star Insurance,
whom many will know from our own
BMWOR Insurance scheme. John
and his cheque book have got the
show off to a flying start.
The BMWOR will have a stand at the
show to promote our club. Paul
Edlington
has
volunteered
to
organise this with assistance from
other members. Of course, a
committee has been formed, an
action plan has been instigated and
we are planning lots of meetings!
Paul has already lined up several
machines, some of which are
extremely rare and had to be hunted
down as they are in private
collections. Our first thoughts are
around a ‘BMW through the Ages’
theme as BMW would be probably
bmw owners register newsletter

the only motorcycle manufacturer
with such a history. How many others
could put a model of bike currently
racing in World Superbike next to a
1930s road bike in original running
order?
There is a cash prize for the best club
stand and we plan to have at least
one model from every decade. If
anyone can assist with the event,
your help would be very much
appreciated.
Things
like
memorabilia, items related to BMW
machines or riding in general and any
interesting DVDs that can be played
or posters that can be displayed
would be appreciated. We will have
around 15 metres of wall space
allocated and have space for at least
eight bikes as well as displays of
BMW related items. If you’re able to
assist with anything, please contact
Paul at pauledlington@xtra.co.nz or
phone him on 09 4783903.
The Italian Owners Club is sure to be
strong competition, they put on an
impressive stand at the Pukekohe
classic meeting in February, and
there will be all the other marques
from BSA to Zundapp to contend
with.
More advertising will follow but plan
to be in Auckland on that weekend.
We are looking at a social gathering
to coincide with the event and there
are lots of us who could offer billets to
out-of-towners. Look for an update in
next month’s newsletter, more
information can be found on the
website
http://
classicmotorcycleshow.co.nz/
A replacement Area Representative
is needed for the Auckland Region.
This is not a ride co-ordinator’s role
but the person who reports on the
Auckland area activities, has input to
the Executive decisions and is part of
the
Auckland
area
meeting
organisation group. Any questions
you might have just call Rob
Hargreaves on 09 5338283 or email
airheadrob@gmail.com.
This will be my last report for
Auckland. My departure has been
quicker than I expected, but not
unexpected. I want to say, one last
time, that it has been a joy, a pleasure
and a privilege to share your company
on the road. With the exception of my
band of faithful followers in “The
Legion of the Lost” (which gives you
an idea of my navigational ability), no
other group of road riders I have
6

experienced is as easy to lead as
Auckland BMWOR. You always
support each other, always look out
for each other and you are bloody
good company to hit the cafés with apart from a nameless, moaning
pommie git whose eggs in his all-day
breakfast are somehow never QUITE
right ;-)
We will no doubt meet, somewhere,
sometime,
across
a
coffee
somewhere in this country full of
great rides and good cafés.
Ciao, Bwucie

taranaki
The ride to Hunterville went ahead as
planned and was apparently enjoyed
by all who took place. Unfortunately,
yours
truly
unintentionally
dismounted his new WR250R on the
ride home from the King Country
adventure ride and was still a bit sore
to say the least. I thought Alan might
take the lead on the ride, so I kindly
sorted the directions and emailed
them to him to load into his GPS ......
except he doesn’t have a GPS!
Anyway, I met the northern
contingent coming in and sent them
south, gave Alan a map and sent him
on his way.
Apparently all went well and the first
stop was lunch in Hunterville. Alan
took the group across some great
roads that are less travelled in all
respects. All were in reasonable
condition and, with fabulous weather
and beautiful autumn colours, it was a
truly fabulous treat. Dave (who has
just returned from a lengthy backroad trip in the USA) seemed happy
to be on seal this time.
About lunchtime, I got a text stating I
had forgotten to include return
instructions. Some people are so
hard to please, sheesh!
It was all okay though, the group
improvising and heading via South
Makirikiri and those wonderful roads
at Fordell, stopping at Wanganui for a
coffee and fuel before heading home.
All enjoyed some great roads with
riders that are courteous, safe, and
great company. Dairy Dave came on
his first BMW ride and had a blast. I
think the Hornet may be on the
market soon.
See you next time
Colin
june 2012

rangitikei

east coast

Our first tea meeting for this year was
Tuesday April 24. Unfortunately I was
unable to attend and, given that it
was the evening before ANZAC Day, I
think many others were also
otherwise engaged. However, I hear
that two of our members turned up at
‘The Rose & Crown’ and had a very
enjoyable evening.

Since our club ride was on Mother’s
Day, we took a guess and booked for
lunch at the Duke of Edinburgh at
Porangahau with a view to confirming
numbers on the day. During the week
leading up to it we heard from several
people who wouldn’t be riding that
day. Norman was one of them – he
was working. Then Folker phoned
and said he would join members at
Waipawa on his new GS1150.

Our club ride coincided with Mother’s
Day so a relatively short ride with a
lunch stop was planned. Six bikes and
eight members turned up for a scenic
ride over the Pahiatua Track through
to Pahiatua. From there we headed
up Mangaone Valley Road, onto Pa
Valley Road and through to Alfredton.
Onto Route 52 down to Dreyers Rock
Rd to Opaki-Kaiparoro Rd through to
SH2 and on down to Mt Bruce. We
enjoyed a pleasant lunch before
heading home via Tutaekara and
Nikau Roads and over the Track once
again.
Robin

On the day, I drove over to the
meeting point in Hastings and was
surprised when Folker arrived there.
A little later Les and Barbara showed
up. With no-one to pick-up at
Waipawa, we had three people for the
ride. Off they went and I phoned the
hotel
to
revise
the
booking
downwards. I felt quite envious of
them off on a ride on a nice, mild day
as I headed home in the car to cook
lunch.
I hope we will have a larger number
for our ride to Waimarama and Jarks
Café next month. Members are

welcome to come by car, but please
let us know so we can include you in
the reservation.
Marie

wellington
“None but the brave deserve the
fare…” Typically on a winter
Wellington area ride the weather is
likely to be foul. Our May ride to Lake
Ferry for lunch promised to uphold
the theory and, coupled with
Mothers’ Day, who’d go out riding?
Well, eight did and it was a day of the
R Models; Boxers only. We had a
couple of new faces too (well to me
anyway) and nice to see. I hope
youse* enjoyed the outing.
The summit of the Rimutaka Hill was
dangerously gusty and extra care had
to be taken; it duly was. We all arrived
at point “B” safely to regroup in
Featherston.
We held to the tradition of travelling
the Western Lake Road. It’s a great
local road - tricky parts included, but
nevertheless a great biker’s road.

photo archives
Got photos? The
B M W O R
maintains photo
albums
as
a
record
of
the
social fabric of our
community.
We welcome all photos (electronic
or printed) of members and events,
in particular from 1999 onwards, for
the Register’s photo archives.
Please include the DATE, the
PLACE and the NAMES of any
people in the photograph.
How can I send photos?
You can digitalise your old
photographs (present pictures are
fine too!) and email them to
pauledlington@xtra.co.nz or hard
copies of photos can be sent to:
Paul Edlington
61 Rosedale Rd
Browns Bay
Auckland 0632
Hard copies will be returned if a
self-addressed,
postage
paid
envelope is included with the
original.
bmw owners register newsletter
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The Lake Ferry Hotel is a delightful
place to visit; the staff are fantastic
(and pleasant) and the food lives up
to its excellent reputation.
Being the dirty day it was, the party
broke up pretty much after the meal
and we just had to negotiate that
wind at the top again……..
Dave Morris
* Oops, sorry watching too much
“Police Ten – 7” on TV.

nelson
The Nelson area scheduled ride for
Sunday 15 April was postponed by
one week to allow President Peter
and Secretary David to meet our
members and ride with us on their
South Island junket. We gathered as
usual at Three Brothers’ Corner and
conversed, observed and admired
until 15 bikes and 16 riders had
assembled. No two BMWs were the
same, just as no two riders were the
same. The sole Ducati 900 was
admitted because its owner/rider is a
long time rider/supporter/member
who had found his BMW 1200 with a
nail in its flat tyre.
We departed for Upper Moutere and
made our first stop at the start of the
road to the Rosedale Saddle. The
gravel riders were then given their
instructions, “Follow the Rosedale
Saddle road to Orinoco (I kid you not).
At the bridge and the tar seal turn left
and follow the road over Jacob’s
Ladder. We will meet you at Thorpe
Store.” The tar seal riders then
crossed the Dovedale Hill, forded the
Dove River at the concrete spillway
and stopped at Thorpe Store. This
small country store is now used as a
craft gallery and opens as a local
market place during the high summer
when tourist visitor numbers are at
their peak. It closed along with many
other country establishments and
businesses in 1973 as a direct result
of the Muldoon government imposing
“carless days” in a reaction to what
has become known as the first oil
shock.
When the gravel riders arrived they
were sent on their second stage,
“Over the Sunday Creek Road to
Stanley Brook. We will meet you at
the old school corner by the little
white church.” At that point the
President’s
computer told the
loudspeaker to begin emitting low
volume and low pitched beeps.
bmw owners register newsletter

Nelson riders, a Ducati and the Big Blue Whale at Thorpe Store

When he was asked what that was
about he replied, “The burglar alarm
is about to go off.” Admirers yes,
burglars no. The bike is obviously
young, untrained and not yet reliable.

grass naked! In order that our gravel
riders should maintain eye contact
with the road ahead they were not
informed of the likelihood of meeting
any grass mowers along the way.

Those who chose tar then rode from
Thorpe to Woodstock, where the
Dove River contributes to the
Motueka River, and joined Old
Highway 61 turning upstream to
Stanley Brook. We waited at the
western end of the Sunday Creek
Road until the smiles appeared out of
the dust cloud.

At Kohatu, where the Tapawera and
Motueka Valley road leaves Highway
6, there is a tavern and café much
favoured by riders. Two of our riders
from Golden Bay had arranged to join
the group there but as we arrived
they had just started their coffee,
which diverted other riders from their
petrol fix to an instant and undeniable
need for a caffeine fix. Those of us
who were able to resist rode on to the
rendezvous at Glenhope. As it
happened the gravel needy and the
caffeine needy arrived at the same
time, which allowed us all to proceed
to Rivers Café at Murchison.

After crossing the Stanley Brook Hill
and descending to the Tapawera
plain, passing through the hop
gardens and blackcurrant plantations,
we stopped at Tapawera township to
send the gravel riders on their way.
“Follow the road to Rakau and
Tadmor. Take the left fork at the old
Tadmor Store (also closed by carless
days) and keep going on the Dry
Weather Road until you reach the tar
seal at Glenhope.” The Dry Weather
Road is known as the location of
various residents who are collectively
described as alternative lifestylers. In
the main they live secluded lives on
secluded
properties
carefully
minding
their
own
business
(whatever
it
may
be)
and
discouraging
visitors.
On
one
memorable
occasion
(a
ride
organised by BMWNZ no less) a
particularly house-proud member of
this group was seen by many passing
riders as she mowed the roadside
8

Lunch as per usual on a perfect
autumn day in Nelson was al fresco
and the dining space enabled us to
conduct Register business. Peter and
David both delivered their message
to our riders before proceeding on
their way to meet our Canterbury
confreres. True to their initial resolve
to stay off gravel roads they declined
the recommendation to take the Six
Mile Road to Frog Flat and elected to
go via Shenandoah and Maruia to
Springs Junction and the Lewis Pass.
We enjoyed their company.
Graeme
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canterbury
Maori legend states that Maui put his
right foot on the Kaikoura peninsula
as he hauled up the North Island.
Parties out hunting Moa discovered
this area and with it the abundance of
seafood that can be found along the
coast. Now, from the Canterbury
BMW believe it or not file, did you
know the literal translation of the
name Kaikoura means “eating
crayfish”?
European settlement of Kaikoura
began in 1842, when Scotsman
Robert Fyfe established a whaling
station here. Fyfe House, which still
stands today, was where the whalers
would drag the dead whales to with
their long boats. They would then
hack the whales up and melt down
their blubber for the precious oil that
the world was lighting their lamps
with at the time.
Fast forward a century or two and on
April 15 2012 a contingent of
Canterbury
members
left
the
township of Amberley, our usual
meeting place for rides north of
Christchurch, and rode up through
the inland route to Waiau, having
passed
through
Culverden,
regrouping in warming conditions. A
quick change of garb with Justin
Ryan, world famous catwalk model for
Touratech,
resplendent
in
his
Companero Suit. If you want to learn
more check out the video review by
two RTW travellers Simon and Lisa
http://www.ukgser.com/
Thomas
forums/showthread.php?t=259467.

Mainline Station

My own observation was the jacket
was considerably warmer than the
Rally Pro 2 suit I currently use.
Together once again we navigated
our way along the inland scenic route,
enjoying the vistas and autumnal
colours that populate the valley we
were riding in as we wound our way
towards the east coast and Hislops in
Kaikoura, our destination of choice
for lunch, organic food to boot.
Sunny and warm it was so we took to
the outside seating. Stories shared
and meals consumed we tore
ourselves away and headed south
along the coastal road before turning

Canterbury members enjoying a particularly nice April morning

off at Leader Valley to complete one
of the best motor cycle loops along
the east coast arriving much later at
Culverden in summer conditions for a
well-deserved ice cream.
A couple of weeks later, we were
musing early morning on Saturday 28
April that to ride over the Alps
wrestling 120 kph winds and in heavy
rain forecast for Sunday was a bridge
too far for most mortal souls in
pursuit of a good café, Bavarian
mounted or otherwise.
Things were looking grim for the
monthly brunch run to Moana, 3
hours away. A replacement was
required and it needed to be
communicated with haste. The
corollary of the weather event that
was gripping the West Coast saw the
East Coast give way to warm norwest
conditions. A kernel of an idea was
hatched which saw 19 riders and
pillions ride to the Mainline Café in
Domett, named after Alfred Domett, a
past politician and former Premier of
New Zealand who emigrated from
England to Nelson in 1842.
Breakfast is not served after 11:00
am, but the offerings from the lunch
menu
made
up
for
the
disappointment of not being able to
tuck into a full cooked breakfast.
Those interested in New Zealand’s
rail history will find the Mainline
Station Café a great trip down
memory lane too. The café is located
in the Domett Railway Station (dating
back to 1907), which was restored in
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the 1990s and now contains years of
authentic New Zealand railway
memorabilia.
A little over an hour and a half later
we were on the road to Cheviot
before turning right and heading
along the coastal road to Gore Bay, a
enjoyable route which was made
better by the decision to ride on to
Motunau Beach for a break in a warm
23 degrees. The little settlement of
Motunau Beach nestles at the
northern tip of Pegasus Bay. That’s
about one third of the way up the
coast between Christchurch and
Kaikoura.
April weather has been kind to us
along the east coast and today was
no exception. The majority of riders
chose to head home shortly
afterwards but a small contingent
rode on to Waikari to visit the Rocking
Frog Café and abide in coffee and
conversation topped with stories tall
and wide.
On the evening of Monday 30 April,
Jeff Gray BMW hosted a dealer
function with around 60 people
attending, many BMWOR members
and other motorcyclists who have
their bikes serviced at Jeff Gray
BMW. Our President, Peter Tibbs
(and a couple of invited guests)
addressed the meeting which
provided a perfect opportunity to
attract a few new members to the
Register. Business cards and spare
newsletters disappeared quickly, it
was an excellent evening.
Warren

Russell and Venus in Arrowtown
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Peter Tibbs addressing folk at the Jeff Gray sponsored open evening

otago/southland
On Saturday 28 April we held our
“Autumn Colours Run” through
Central Otago to Arrowtown. The
meeting place was The Sidewalk
Café in Alexandra and our local riders
were pleased to welcome two
Dunedin members to our coffee
group. John was riding his very nice
R100GS but Colin surprised us
having gone over to the “dark side”
and trading his R1200ST on a
beautiful new Harley Superglide
Custom. It was so pretty we let him
park it on the footpath by our table!
The locals included Murray and
Jeanette [R1150RT], Ron and Vivien
[K1200LT],
Peter
and
Carol
[K1200RS] and me [R1200C]; quite a
variety of bikes really!
We left Alexandra and travelled
through the Gorges to Arrowtown,
thoroughly enjoying the warm day
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and the beautiful colours of what has
been a great autumn. David Caeser
met us there, having travelled about
1km from his home in Arrowtown.
Lunch was on the deck at the New
Orleans Hotel, which provided a good
selection of food at reasonable
prices. We had just started eating
when Russell and Venus arrived from
Waikouaiti; Venus on her R850 while
Russell left his Beemer at home and
rode his Moto Guzzi instead.
After lunch the group broke up and
Ron and Vivien, Peter and Carol and I
went back to Alexandra via the Crown
Range, Wanaka and Hawea.
A great day for what must be one of
the last rides of the season.
Barry
Otago/Southland members at New Orleans
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riding the roads of thailand
Words: Cameron Ellery

pay around 1,500 Baht per day
(NZ$65) for 7 to 10 day hire. Prices
seem to vary but be aware that
insurance can be included and on the
other hand maybe not. Make sure you
fully understand just what you are
getting; and understand the excess
also.
BMW motorcycles are relatively rare
and, while there are dealerships in the
cities, not many are seen on the road
and even less available for hire.

As ‘The Pillion’ and I planned a bit of
a jaunt, our expectations of the roads
of northern Thailand were less than
generous.
Visions
of
clogged
vehicular arteries with small red,
white, blue or black Hondas, Suzukis
and Yamahas were easy to give
oxygen. Then, of course, mud and
slippery dirt, little signage of value
and hair-raising driving manoeuvres
are all likely to give you pre-trip
nightmares. Pouring rain and animals
of all sizes and shapes sharing the
precious roadway are also concerns
to the unknowledgeable. But how
wrong unfound impressions can be.
Let me share a little with you the real
experiences of riding in this
wonderful country.
In the cities, the volume of vehicles
sharing roads is high, almost 24/7.
Utilities, vans, big trucks, little trucks,
cars, scooters, tuk-tuks and taxi vans
are closely packed. Back alleys are
just that – narrow winding alleys,
often right into residential back yards;
and most are one way really. Do not
expect the shortest route to be the
best - either way!
The chaos is remarkably ordered,
however general rules of the road just
do not exist; and speed limits are
discretionary it would seem. To get
around in the cities a decisive and
positive yet passive, non-aggressive
approach will soon have you
negotiating the streets like a
seasoned pro – it’s great fun!
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Helmets are now compulsory and
“100% helmets” signs abound. In
towns around half of all riders will be
wearing one and rurally virtually
nobody. The police do set up
roadblocks checking for licences and
helmets; the fine for not wearing a
helmet is 400 baht (NZ$17).
Traffic lights are generally obeyed
(sort of) unlike Vietnam for instance
where they are more advisory than
respected. They have in Thailand a
nicety in that most traffic lights have
a ‘countdown to change’ display,
which makes for very relaxed waiting
(NZ could learn from this). There are
no amber lights though – just red and
green.
The main vehicle of choice is a big
wheel scooter of about 110cc or
125cc. These can be purchased new
for around NZ$2,000, second hand
for near half that and hired for 150
baht ($6) per day. They are great and
locals do major miles on them. We
found them good for about 100kph or
so two up and, as with all Asian
countries ‘The Pillion’ and I have
visited, loads carried vary according
to need. Sometimes up to a family of
four, plus a dog or any manner of
commercial
material,
stacked
mountain-like upon the wee beast of
burden.
Bigger bikes are relatively rare and
their riders are generally tourists.
Tired Honda CB750 and 400 fours of
older vintage are still around in hire
fleets but newer units of 650cc –
Kawasaki (DLR, ER and Versys) are
becoming more common. You might
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Out in the country, contrary to
expectation, the roads are generally
great – smooth asphalt seal and even
concrete
are
common.
The
carriageway is sealed to the road
edge and the lush dense forest
comes right up to you - lovely.
Winding and steep roads are typical
daily fare as you explore the northern
Thailand mountains and valleys.
Covering maybe 2,000kms in the
days available to us was a breeze. 200
to 300 km days are fine but if time
permits around 150 to 200 kms is a
nice budget to work to.
Heading more remotely you will
certainly find roads that challenge
even accomplished riders; add a bit
of rain and the rich red/brown dirt is
now greasy mud and becomes a
tough ride! Tyres are generally
universal road type of Chinese
manufacture (as are the brake pads)
and they do not enjoy the wet as we
expect of Metzelers or Contis here at
home.
Quaintly, the norm when wanting to
overtake appears to be just pull out
and go regardless of terrain or vision.
If you confront opposing traffic a flash
of lights and a quick evasive shuffling
seems to make the most of available
space with no aggravation – but don’t
be complacent – road crashes and
road deaths numbers are high –
especially during holiday periods.
Expect vehicles to be three abreast
plus a few motorbikes tossed into the
mix at any time or place and you will
not be disappointed.
On the sealed roads it’s also a good
idea to expect some broken seal at
the most inappropriate moment.
Thailand is an agricultural country so
also expect mud on rural roads in
volumes. Fine sand on the roadway
can also catch the unwary and, by the
way, did I say also the odd small herd
of water buffalo? Be warned and you
will be just fine – enjoy your ride!
june 2012

and vehicle, the last one involved a
Nissan 4wd ute taken out by a
Freisian right on dusk.
I am only just coming right to ride a
bike again, but at least I am here to
tell the tale. The fact that I have no
head injuries speaks volumes for the
quality of my helmet; and the jacket
and trousers did their thing too.
Bikes and clothes can be replaced.
My body is healing and I prevailed on
my GP to get out his anatomical
model of the shoulder to show me
exactly what went wrong. Interesting!
The worst part has been the state of
helplessness to which I was
condemned, but that, too is near over.

staying alive

Such is life.

words/photos: Folker Liebenhow
Saturday 17 March, a clear dawn as
usual, after all this is Hawke’s Bay in
early autumn. I had packed my gear
for an overnight stay at Ohura State
Prison with the Wellington bunch.
The bike was fitted with a brand new
rear tyre, given a new WoF and three
months registration the night before
and was to be topped up with fuel at
Waipawa after leaving home.
Home is halfway between Hastings
and Waipukurau, one range to the
west of the Raukawas next to SH 2, in
a valley at the end of a 5.5km no-exit
road.
I left home at 8:00 am travelling easily
at some 90 kph and turned into
Burma Road, which connects us with
SH2. On its western side, Burma
Road is narrow, sealed, relatively
straight and has a geographical
feature where the slope on the right
(southern) side is uphill and visible,
the opposite being the case with the
left hand side.
Imagine my horror then when I saw a
well-grown calf come up from the left
and straight onto the road. A
desperate braking manoeuvre and
steering to the right of the road could
not, however, prevent a fairly severe
collision with the calf.
I don’t remember hitting the road.
When I woke up I tried to get up but
could not use my left arm. In fact, it
was so painful that it took me ages
just to get my helmet off my head,
using my right arm and hand. I
eventually managed to stand up and
saw that my bike was nearly upside
down in the ditch on the right with
bmw owners register newsletter

the engine still running! Ahh, fuel
injection! I hit the kill switch and took
out the key so that I could open the
top box to get at my cell phone.
Miracle of miracles, I had one bar
showing for coverage so I called my
son-in-law Duncan, who called
police, ambulance and hooked up the
trailer to recover the bike.
I walked around the crash site, saw
that the calf was dead – both legs on
its right side were broken and it would
have died from internal injuries. I
walked back to the point of impact
and paced out the distance to the
calf and bike at 25m. My bike is (was)
an R1150GS, with a small but sturdy
mudguard over the front wheel and it
was on this that the calf was carried
the 25m. Next I got out my camera
and took a few photos and by this
time the police and not one, but two
ambulances had arrived. It turns out
that I have no fractures, just a
severely pulled shoulder, the arm had
been dislocated and popped back in,
which was what caused the pain.
The owner of the calf, personally
known to me, hand delivered a letter
to my mailbox the following Monday
in which she bemoans the death of
the calf. She finally rang me on
Tuesday; albeit with no, “I’m sorry,
that was bad, I hope you get better
soon” expression.
I am the fouth person in the last 5
years in our district where colliding
with one of her animals resulted in
quite severe damage to both animal

BMWOR

The Register has recently received an offe
exclusive distributor of Agip oils and lubric
supply greases, antifreeze, brake fluid and

Transdiesel has set up an account for BM

It is a cash sale only account (Acc: 11022)

It is a set price – so all members get the sa

BMW engines take Tec 4T 10W-50. Som

Gearbox and diff’s are best using Rotra 75

Japanese bikes are almost all Tec 4T 10W

Transdiesel are located at 533 Halswell
Palmerston North, Taupo, Rotorua, Auckla

For more detailed information or specifica
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watch the birdie!
words:Lance Nixon
It seemed so easy when I was asked.
Just a few photos and, presto!, the
photographer
would
have
a
PowerPoint sound sequence set to a
selected song. Hell. No. It was a
challenge.
First of all we thought of possible
photos that included motorcycling
that somehow matched the song she
had selected. Then we went for a
“shoot”.
There are two brains and two
computers at work here. The brains
belonged
to
the
rider
and
photographer (mostly), and the
computers to the camera and the
Apple Mac programme that received
the images.
That Apple Mac (and Photoshop) is a
clever wee monkey. I watched,
fascinated, as pictures that had
unnecessary stuff in them were
massaged to that clever consistency
she called just right. We did not try to

Photoshop the rider. The helmet was
enough of a mask to preclude that, or
so I thought.
We started at my workplace. The
impact of a photographer in the
workplace was amazing. Much fizzing
and fussing by my colleagues was
noted, but the assignment must
move along. Then it was out on the
road the next week. Not just any road
works for this, because the good and
evil of sun shadow and roadside
furniture have to also be “just right”.
Heather and I had sussed some likely
suspects, and all were less than 5 km
of home.

Photos taken by a photographer with
a tripod are best captured on quiet
roads. Quiet roads tend to be narrow.
My, how my five point turns became
four, three and two point turns and
even feet up tight turns.
Two days later we added Heather as a
pillion. My, how my now skilled feet
up turns became two, three, and four
point turns until she offered to hop
off while we did a 180 degree turn on
a narrow road in greater comfort. And
all that shoot, reshoot, and shoot
again clicked up 140k. Remember
that this was all within a 5k circle of
home. Amazing.

Now please take any bike magazine
you have beside the bed, and look
carefully at the photos. Leaning,
turning, on their stands; they are all
art in action. It was quite apparent
very quickly that the first ten passes
were best described as “practice
runs”.

We have not seen the end product
yet, but hope to in about a month or
so. Until then, and even later, please
join me take in taking the time to
admire the photos in bike magazines.
Where that Art meets that Action,
there has been a lot of work done.

Photographer poised, pillion paused

Turn right, man!

Checking focus, team work in action

R agip offer

er from a local Christchurch member who is an owner of TransDiesel, which just happens to be the
cants, supplying engine, gear, hydraulic, 2 stroke, motorcycle, and agricultural oils. TransDiesel also
d chain bar oil.
WOR members to buy Agip oil at attractive prices.

) for the BMW owners club. You must have a membership card showing you are a current member.

ame.

me very late 1200s will take Racing 20W-50.

5W-90. This is because they do not have a wet clutch

W-40. High performance race machines use Racing 4T 5W-40

l Junction Road for anyone in Christchurch. They also have branches in Invercargill, Dunedin, Greymouth, Wellington,
and and Whangarei in case anyone else wants to take advantage of this arrangement.
tion details please contact Jonathon, he’s a BMW bike owner as well.
bmw owners register newsletter
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tech talk: ethanol and oxygen sensor
words: Trevor Willmot
Further observations upon the
effects of ethanol upon modern
petrol engines, or “What is a Lambda
sensor and why?”
A
Lambda
sensor,
otherwise
commonly known as an O2 or oxygen
sensor, is that funny thing you might
have seen sticking out of your
exhaust manifolds, with a number of
wires going into it, depending on the
vehicle’s computer sophistication.
For a comprehensive explanation
there are excellent articles on the
web, which also include information
on diagnostic checks you can make
yourself and so on, but its essential
function is to monitor the amount of
oxygen in the exhaust stream(s).
My Windom for instance had two; one
in each cylinder bank. By monitoring
the oxygen level, according to
predetermined set of values the
sensor allows the computer to
constantly adjust the fuel/air mixture
to the optimum ratio for best
economy/power.
“Lean
burn”
engines have been around for a while
now, brought about by new
technologies, and do allow for better
fuel efficiency, however, too lean a
mixture causes all sorts of problems
like extra heat for example. Have you
ever turned the gas off on a
lawnmower while it’s still running?
You’ll hear the revs rise as the fuel in
the carburetor gets less (not a good
thing to make a habit of by the way).
That is because the mixture is
“leaning off”, that is, less fuel mixing
with more air.
Given that too lean a mixture can
cause ruination of an engine in very
short time, how do you think the
computer is likely set to respond in
the event an oxygen sensor fails?
Given the choice of two options it will
logically be set to fault to a richer
mixture, right? The vehicle is less
likely to overheat or burn pistons and
valves but it will use more fuel, which
has the immediate effect of costing
you more. It will also increase
emissions, causing premature failure
of your catalytic converter. Increasing
engine wear results as some unburnt
fuel will wash oil from the cylinders,
dilute the sealing effect of what oil
there is and cause all sorts of
chemical reactions in the oil in the
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sump. Despite having the same
parents, oil and petrol (or diesel) do
not actually play nicely together, like
many siblings!
It is an easy thing in most cases to
have these sensors checked and
often they are relatively easy to
replace (east/west V6s like the
Windom’s rear bank and European
exotica excepted). If your fuel
consumption seems to be worse
than you remember, failed O2
sensors could well be a major cause.
Ethanol in fuel can cause unexpected
signals to the computer if it is not one
of the latest “flex fuel” cars that
should have been designed to handle
it.
Remember that your fuel economy is
usually less with the ethanol blended
fuel anyway; you have to use more to
get the same result as with pure
petrol (with E10 the drop is usually
rated between 3-5 %). The main
benefit should be lower emissions,
but all that likely goes out the window
if your mixture sensors are not
functioning or are faulty, plus you
have all the other potential issues as
raised in previous articles.
As it is, ethanol (and methanol) can
adversely affect 02 sensor readings.
As oxygenates, they may raise the
oxygen level in the exhaust causing
false readings to the computer unless
the system has been designed from
the beginning to adjust for this. They
can be corrosive to systems not
designed for them and because they
are hygroscopic (absorb water from
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the air), when enough water is in with
the petrol it can displace the petrol
being passed through the injectors.
This may cause injector failure as
there is no lubricating factor but the
primary effect is to cause a lean fuel
mixture which is then too hot and will
ultimately damage internal engine
parts.
Further, condensation and time can
cause “phase separation” where the
ethanol separates from the petrol and
mixes with the water instead, sinking
to the bottom of the tank. This lowers
the octane rating of the petrol left at
the higher level. When you start to
burn this depleted fuel, having got
through
the
alcohol/water
combination if you are lucky enough
to do so, the low octane petrol will
cause pre ignition or knocking. The
knock sensor in the engine will detect
this and retard the ignition until it
stops, but this reduces performance
and fuel economy.
So, what can you do? It looks like E10
is a bum rap, right?
Not entirely, there are steps you can
take to counteract or reduce these
problems but there isn’t room to go
into that here.
If you want to be environmentally
friendly and run E10 or even if you
just want to run ordinary petrol and
reduce emissions, which will prolong
the life of your catalytic converters
and 02 sensors, then email me at
proftrevor@vodafone.co.nz (no, I am
not a qualified academic, that’s just a
schoolday’s nickname).
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2013 annual
rally

The 2013 Annual Rally commences
in National Park on the afternoon of
Friday 4 January and concludes on
the morning of Monday 7 January.
Put these dates in your diary now.

We’ll be staying at The Park
Travellers’ Lodge. It is a terrific venue
for what is going to be a great rally,
and you will be able to be as busy or
as lazy as you like!

Contact Daniel on:
DDI: (03) 363 7235
Mobile: 027 440 0179
Email: daniel.mclachlan@jgbmw.co.nz

bmw owners register newsletter
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The Park is a character NZ lodge
caterning for most needs and
budgets. Room types are designed to
provide a choice to all travellers,
whether a premium hotel style room
or a bed in a quality shared dorm
room, they can cater for this and
everything in between.
We have managed to get a
discounted rate for you, and there will
be ways for you to cut down the cost
still further by sharing a room. Please
don’t
book
accomoodation
yourselves, room allocation will be
dealt with through registrations.
Over the Rally Weekend there will be
road rides, adventure rides and other
events you won’t want to miss.
The Tongariro National Park provides
some of the most adventurous and
awe inspiring activities in New
Zealand, it is home to the highly
acclaimed Tongariro Alpine Crossing
and has a huge range of activities
available to gain a healthy taste of the
history that is so much a part of this
beautiful region.
Registration forms will be available
soon and will be in upcoming
newsletters.
Once you have registered, we will
send you a Rally Pack which will give
you advance notice of what you can
expect.
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membership renewal
It’s that time of year again folks, your
BMWOR membership fee is due on 1
July 2012.
It’s a busy time for our Membership
Secretary, who has well over 400
records to update and our Treasurer
has to make sure payment is
recorded
against
the
right
membership.
Providing your membership number
and area number will be most helpful
to them when making your payment.

If you have address details you want
changed then just record those
changes, nothing else.

You’ll find both numbers on your
membership card.

The same applies to any details
about your bike(s).

It is also the one opportunity during
the year that the Membership
Secretary can make sure that our
membership record is as up to date
as it can possibly be.

If you’d prefer not to worry about
filling in this form, just renew your
membership via our website. It’s
easy:

Please help by making sure you
return the form enclosed in this
newsletter if you make your payment
by cheque. At the very least, please
provide your name (and that of your
partner if they are part of your
membership) and, if there is no
change to the address details you’ve
previously provided (you’ll know
that’s right because you’ve been
getting your newsletter) just tick the
box provided for this purpose on the
form.
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♦

go to www.bmwor.org.nz, click
on ‘membership’, select ‘rejoin’, fill in
a few required details and make a
payment direct to the BMWOR bank
account.
Please note that you must use your
membership
number
when
completing a renewal on-line.
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world superbikes

letters

A long awaited milestone achieved; Team BMW Motorrad Motorsport’s
S1000RR wins a World Superbike race.

Dear Ed

At Donington, the team not only celebrated its first victory in the FIM
Superbike World Championship, but also its first ‘one-two’ in the series.
Factory riders Marco Melandri (winner) and Leon Haslam (second) gave BMW
Motorrad the perfect finish in race one of the fifth round of the 2012 season.
It was close to being a dream Sunday for the Bavarian team, with Leon on his
way to home victory and Marco lying in second at the last corner of the
second race. But racing can be more than tough; they were denied another
well-deserved triumph when an over-optimistic manoeuvre by another rider
forced both to crash.
In the Rider’s Championship, Marco is fifth with 97.5 points, followed by Leon,
who is sixth with 89 points.
In the Manufacturers’ Standings, BMW improved to second after race one but
slid back to third with 131 points after race two.

At the last Auckland meeting it was
made apparent to me that some
members found my reports in the
newsletter inappropriate. It was
further explained to me what the
"party line" I was expected to follow
should be.
I accept that I should probably have
restrained myself to comments about
the Register's governance in media
other than the newsletter if I was a
servant of the Auckland Area. Fair
shout that but I am an opinionated
bugger. I guess many people who
have been aware of my mutterings
about our governance in the past
would have expected me to selfdestruct at some stage. Frankly I'm
slightly astonished it took so long.
Then there were the comments
about me riding a Suzuki. OK, I loved
my R1100S to bits, but it was always
going to be my last Bee-em. It was no
longer in the picture after it was
written off and I was always going to
go Japanese or Korean after the
eleven-hundy. I can't afford another
BMW, I've spent way too much on
coffee and cake while riding the one I
had to be able to afford another.

2012 BMW GS Safari
The Australian BMW Safari is one of the world’s longest running and most
successful BMW Motorrad events. First held in 1994, the Safari has
continued to grow in popularity amongst BMW riders. In 2005 the Safari was
split into separate GS and TS events.
The 2012 BMW GS Safari will set out from Ballina in the Northern Rivers
region of NSW on Sunday September 16 and head off into The Great Dividing
Range for an off-road GS odyssey that will conclude in Bathurst on Friday
September 21.
Riders will receive daily route sheets, GPS details and even route marking
arrows to show the way. There will be full technical support along the way in
case of mechanical or other problems.
The scenery will be ever changing, as will the roads. Towering eucalypt and
rain forests with lush vegetation through to open farmland with many iconic
and historic towns and locations along the way. For BMW GS riders it will be
heaven on a stick.
As a skills brush-up there will be a 2-day pre-Safari off road rider training
course, so this will run in the days just prior to the event.
Registrations are open, for details and the latest BMW GS Safari news go to
bmwsafari.com
bmw owners register newsletter
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So it just seemed simpler for me and
Rusty to go our own way and let
Auckland BMWOR get on with it. I'll
honour the committment to Auckland
riders to take runs I have volunteered
for already, then I'm all over, Red
Rover. There is now a core group of
capable ride leaders available to take
Auckland's road rides - enough that it
shouldn't need to become a chore to
one person. It will need one person to
coordinate the Ride Calendar; a more
social person than me would
probably arrange a short chinwag
over a bevvy with the RICs to sort out
a few months at a time. Get them
slotted into the Calendar, then enjoy
the rides.
I won't have to worry about going out
on a Monday night once a month and
sacrificing sleep to attend meetings
that nearly send me to sleep before I
get home to my cot. I lasted more
than ten years with hardly a meeting
attended as a Register member when
the first couple I attended scared me
off, I can easily do that again.
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My webmastering remains as per
usual; I volunteer to the Register for
that, not Auckland, so I see no need
for me to fall on that sword just yet. (I
may have learnt a bit, though - I've
lowered the visibility of my forum
profile somewhat and, as I'll be back
to the ‘Legion of the Lost’, my ride
reports and photos will be on our
website not on bmwor.org.nz.
The views I expressed in the
newsletter under the heading of
"Auckland Area Report" (written
under duress I might add, as nobody
else was volunteering to write them)
were mine and not the opinions of
the Auckland membership as a
whole.
The opinions I have heard uttered at
the Auckland meetings are those of
the utterers not the opinions of the
Auckland membership as a whole.
The increase in cost of the newsletter
produced in colour is eight cents per
copy printed. Not per page. Not per
print job. Per copy! It doesn't require
discussion and speculation; it is
simply a fact. And it is a coup for our
Editor and our Committee. It's great.
That's my opinion.
Ave atque vale,
Bruce Crowther

bmw owners register newsletter
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register business
Minutes of the National Committee meeting held on
Monday14 May 2012 at the Petone Working Men’s Club,
Petone, Wellington.
Meeting commenced: 7:30 pm
Attendance: President Peter Tibbs, Secretary David
Thomson and 15 Members
Apologies: Brian Zemanek, Peter Mitchell, Neville
Tamblin
President Peter welcomed everyone to the meeting and
thanked members attending.
Minutes of the previous meeting: Motion passed that
the Minutes of the National Committee meeting held 16
April 2012 as published in the May 2012 newsletter be
confirmed as a true and correct record.
Matters arising: Nil
Correspondence: Membership renewals, accounts
payable and overseas BMW Club magazines. Magazines
are available for reading via Bruce Frost.
Treasurer’s report: Current Account balance at 0/5/12
$2,615; Term Deposits balances $44,421; Outstanding
accounts - nil; Insurance current for 2012/13 year.
Issues: Annual membership renewal process needs
review to lessen the rate of non-renewals, which
traditionally runs at a high level. Taken up with Exec team
(see below).
Editor’s report: Nothing to report.
Membership report: Secretary reported from Executive
meeting weekend 12 May 2012. Work underway for
membership renewal invoices to be posted out with the
June newsletter. Traditionally have a high number of
members not renewing each year, this last year the rate is
higher than usual. Results are spread across the country.
The way we’ve traditionally handled non-renewals is by
placing an indicator on the newsletter address label and,
when the renewal is three months overdue, no further
newsletters are posted and no central contact with the
non-payer takes place. We are trying individual invoices
for non-payers in an endeavour to improve the
membership roll-over rate. Work to better understand
how else to improve the situation will be done, including
how Area Reps wish to be involved. Overall, we need a
system that allows for individual invoicing for all
members. This is not possible at the moment with
software in use by the Register.
Discussion regarding the relationship between John
Baker Insurance and members who did not renew. Should
the insurance premium discount arising through
membership of the Register be cancelled? President
Peter responded that discussions have been held with
representatives of John Baker Insurance. From an
Insurance Company perspective, they could look to
implement some sort of change if the Register was
prepared to hand over copy of its membership list.
Without member approval, the Register would not do this.
An updated Tour Guide will be printed and distributed
later this year to renewing members. Will include new
features.
bmw owners register newsletter
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Gear Shop report: No issues to report. Editor Garry
suggested we look at providing stationery with
motorcycle related images. Gift, Christmas and post
cards, book marks, playing cards, etc.
Area Representative reports: David Oldershaw
reported that the next Wellington ride is the mid-winter
ride to Gladstone Hotel – bookings essential. Next
Wellington Area overnighter (2013) is to be a return to
Pukeora in the Hawkes Bay.
President Peter Tibbs reported that he and Secretary
Dave T met with Area Reps in Blenheim, Nelson and
Christchurch, recently. They attended a ride with Nelson
members and a Dealer meeting in Christchurch.
Ross Williams
Marlborough.

is

carrying

on

as

Area

Rep

for

Good discussion with Lex and Warren in Christchurch,
about issues they see, improvements, etc.
16 bikes turned out for the Nelson area ride. Lunch was
held in Murchison and President Peter had the
opportunity to address the group and receive feedback
on issues the Executive are facing and actions they are
undertaking. It was a very enjoyable and well patronised
ride from Richmond to Murchison, especially with
organisation of the weather!
Jeff Gray BMW in Christchurch put on a dealer function
on the Monday night with 60 people attending. Peter had
the opportunity, with a couple of invited guests, to
address the meeting. The attendees were made up of
BMWOR members and other motorcyclists who have
their bikes serviced by Jeff Gray BMW. This provided
opportunity for opening up the Register to new members
and Warren was kept busy. BMWOR business cards and
spare newsletters disappeared quickly. Excellent evening
arranged and hosted by Jeff Gray BMW and their new
Salesman, Daniel.
A proposal is being considered for President Peter to go
to Auckland and BOP shortly.
The Executive team met in Ohakune this last weekend 12/13 May. Peter thanked all Executive members for
attending and advised the Committee that all had
indicated they would be standing for office again for the
2012/2013 year. Other points from the meeting included:
Revenue is down this year as a result of fewer renewals,
members who dropped out this last year will be
contacted.
The Executive does not support gifting of funds to outside
parties by Register and believe that any surplus funding
should be returned to members and be activity based. For
example, many Area Reps could do with some form of
support for the time and expense they put in to managing
the affairs of the Register at local level. What form that
support would take is an unknown at this point but the
Executive believe surplus funding would be better spent
promoting the riding of motorcycles in the Club
environment, including sponsoring rider training.
Meeting with North Island Area Reps being planned,
possibly August.
The Register to change from ANZ Banking Group to the
TSB. We need to provide for the Register making
payment by electronic means rather than only by cheque
june 2012

and to provide for a wider range of office
holders able to view transactions (Membership
and Shop both require easy viewing to confirm
receipt of funds). The ANZ can provide these
services but at a cost more appropriate for
Corporates, whereas TSB have a product
available at a very modest cost.
Paul Edlington is organising the Register’s
stand at the forthcoming Classic Motorcycle
Show in Manukau City 4 & 5 August. Our
thanks to Paul for volunteering and we wish
him every success.
A Member has written to President Peter
asking for the Register to become involved
with BMW with the objective of having the
differential in pricing in NZ compared to major
markets, reduced to a more meaningful level.
President Peter advised the meeting that he is
waiting on a response to his informal
enquiries.
General Business
David Morris supported the suggestion in a
recent newsletter to have the AGM shifted to
the Annual Rally. He produced a list of
benefits he saw in the change. Editor Garry
also spoke of his support, however, advised
the limitation our Constitution imposes on
doing this, meaning it requires a remit to
change to the Constitution.
There being no further business, the meeting
closed at 8:40pm.
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marketplace

Marketplace is a service for members of BMWOR of NZ. Advertisements will be
accepted from members, commercial traders and non-members when it is
considered in our members’ interest to do so. No charge is made for Marketplace
advertising. The Editor and Executive reserve the right to reject or modify any
advertisement considered inappropriate and take no responsibility for errors or
omissions, the quality of items, claims made, or for any transactions that ensue.
Advertisements run for 3 months from the date first published unless otherwise
arranged with the Editor.

bikes for sale ______________

for sale _____________________

BMW
F650 (1999).
35,626
kms.
Purchased
from
another
BMWOR member
for a friend from
the States that
was spending time in New Zealand. It is in
very good condition having had quite a
bit of work done on it prior to my friend’s
arrival, including new chain and new
steering head bearings. No WOF and it’s
unregistered. Will sell at $4,000 ono. To
inspect in Wellington please email Alan
alan.opin@clear.net.nz or call his mobile
027 334 5423
(2)

Givi Luxia Monolock topbox and fittings
for K75, K100 or K1100. Offers

R 1 1 5 0 R
Rockster
(2005)
edition
80,
1092
of
2003. 5,000 km,
ABS, panniers,
Neptune sports
exhaust
(plus
original), 2 seat heights, Wunderlich 3
way adjustable handlebar mounts. All ex.
cond. $13,000. Phone Tony on (09) 473
5768 home, (09) 4461 501 work or 027
293 8346
(1)
BMW
K75RT
ULTIMA - (1999).
41,900km. Very good
condition, 2 owners,
current owner since
December 1999 and
3,000kms. Factory full
fairing with colour
coded panniers and
top box.
Bike is listed on TradeMe. Additional
photos available. Will consider negotiating
price with register member, I would like to
see it go to a good home. Sadly it has to
go, I have upgraded.Phone Warren on 021
0294 9799
(1)

Corbin Canyon Dual Sport seat to fit
K75, K100 or K1100. Offers
Contact Stuart Burns on 021 972 535 (1)

FLY spots
Have you recorded FLY spots from your
annual rally trip? It’s a good start to
accumulating points between 1 Dec
2011 - 30 Nov 2012.
- 1 point is scored per kilometre travelled
to, from, and during any event published
during the year in the newsletter
- 150 extra points if the trip involves a
ferry crossing between the islands (300
return trip)
- 200 extra points if the event is for
charity
- up to 300 extra points (at the discretion
of the Secretary) if you can demonstrate
you’ve promoted the Register in a
positive way during the event.
There’s a fabulous trophy donated many
moons ago by Finn, Lorraine, Lars and
Yvette (hence the FLY) Neilsen for the
member scoring the most points during
the year. There is a more recent trophy
just for our female riders (the Lady FLY).
Trophies are presented (if anyone is so
deserving) at the Annual Rally each year.
Entries are called for in November each
year, you simply provide the details of
your rides, the points you have
accummulated and any demonstrative
evidence of how you’ve promoted the
Register on any event to the Secretary
by email before the close off date that is
set.

An old Isetta on show at the April Jeff Gray
BMW open evening

Next, I’m pleased to see that BMW
AG has been able to reinstate the
Register’s status as an Observer to
BMW Clubs International, with the
next meeting in the United States in
September 2012. Jerry Hodges, of
NZ BMW Car Club, is the official
Delegate for New Zealand. The
Executive discussed attendance and
decided that the President, or his/her
delegate, should go if possible with
Register providing some assistance
by funding a percentage of the travel
costs. However, whether or not we
send someone is dependent on the
financial position of the Register at
the time. Therefore, for the same
reasons outlined above, we have
decided not to send an Observer this
year. Instead, I will be talking to Jerry,
as official Delegate, to give him our
questions and/or comments for
presentation on our behalf.
Now, back to things local. Many
thanks to Paul Edlington, our
Register Archivist based in Auckland,
for organising our stand at the
upcoming Classic Motorcycle Show
in Manukau City, on 4-5 August
2012. Please lend a hand or drop in to
have a look if you are in town that
weekend.
Don’t forget to get the AGM in
Palmerston North in October 2012
into your diary along with the Annual
Rally in National Park in January
2013. In the meantime, even though
the days are getting shorter and
temperatures are falling there are still
lots of opportunities to get out there
and enjoy some good times with your
BMWOR buddies.
Finally, all members of the Executive
have committed to stand for office in
their current roles for 2012 – 2013, as
I have as well. In the meantime, if you
want to know more about this team’s
work then have a look at the current
Executive Action Plan on our website.

On occasion Star Insurance sell
parts from insurance wrecks
through Trade Me. Take a look at
the
Star
Insurance
website
www.starinsurance.co.nz
for
details.
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Wheels down, feet up – have fun!
Peter
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area representatives
NORTHLAND
Iain (Mac) MacLean
027 237 8197
northland@bmwor.org.nz
AUCKLAND
Vacant
auckland@bmwor.org.nz

WAIKATO
Mike Amphlett
07 849 2186
027 223 6649
waikato@bmwor.org.nz
BAY OF PLENTY
Peter Lyner
07 548 0506
bayofplenty@bmwor.org.nz

RANGITIKEI
Robin Wood
06 355 0911
rangitikei@bmwor.org.nz

NELSON
Graham Rogers
03 528 8182
nelson@bmwor.org.nz

EAST COAST
Coordinator: John Wuts
06 844 4751
eastcoast@bmwor.org.nz

MARLBOROUGH
Ross Williams
03 578 6136
0274 369 486
marlborough@bmwor.org.nz

Co Rep - Kevan O’Brien
07 312 5722

Ride Master: Dan Young
06 857 7058
diss1@vodafone.net.nz

TARANAKI
Colin Lister
06 756 8416
taranaki@bmwor.org.nz

WELLINGTON
Dave Oldershaw
04 477 6773
wellington@bmwor.org.nz
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CANTERBURY
Warren Taylor & Alexis (Lex) Bone
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canterbury@bmwor.org.nz
OTAGO & SOUTHLAND
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